
Thank you for purchasing the Analog Chorus 60, a clone of the legendary Juno 60’s chorus effect section in
pedal form.

Our Analog Chorus 60 perfectly recreates the distinctive, thick and lush spatial effect that up until now was locked
inside a few Japanese synths from the previous century. Like many who have heard the original, we wondered how
would this gorgeous effect sound on other instruments, Once we heard the results it was clear. So we began our
mission to separate this particular chorus section and have it breathe on its own.
We’ve painstakingly matched the schematics to a modern more stable and silent power supply, sourced and tested
rare components used on the original and understood what makes this circuit design stand out.
On top of that, we’ve extended its functionality beyond the original and given it dedicated pots for width control, rate,
depth, and external modulation input. To top it off, we’ve given our unit a gain input stage that works great with any
type of instrument.
We hope you will enjoy the Analog Chorus 60 as much as we do.

1. Mono Input: TS unbalance

2. Stereo Output: 2x TS unbalance

3. External LFO/CV Input: 10Vpp
for full effect  (connecting a plug to
this input will disconnect the internal
LFO)

4. Power Input: 9-12 VDC 1A
Center-Positive 2.1mm barrel
(standard) with reverse current
protection.

5. Input Level Control: Suitable for
electronic instruments,
Synthesizers,Drum machines or
Guitar/Bass

6. Stereo Width: Control the “stereo
spread” from Mono to full Stereo

7. Depth: Controls the Intensity of the internal LFO or the External LFO/CV modulation input. The intensity
represented by the Depth knob LED.

8. Rate: Controls the modulation frequency of the Chorus. The original rate settings are available by the printed signs
around the rate knob (I, II) but the Rate knob offers a greater range from about 0.3Hz to 2.4Hz.
The Rate knob LED will pulse/fade according to the modulation rate.

9. Bypass switch: Blue state = effect is ON Red state = effect is bypassed

The Analog Chorus 60 measurements are about  L18.8 x D12.1 x H5.5 centimeters and the unit weighs around
730gr.

Warranty: 1-Year from date of purchase
I would like to thank all those involved and help realise the Analog Chorus 60 project.
isake.moe@gmail.com


